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Abstract
The paper introduces the notion of decision lists over regular patterns. This formalism provides
a strict extension of regular erasing pattern languages and of containment decision lists.
Formal properties of the resulting language class, a subclass of the regular languages, are
investigated. In particular, we show that decision lists over regular patterns have exactly the
same expressive power as decision trees over regular patterns.
Moreover, we study the learnability of the resulting language class within di"erent formal set-
tings including Gold’s model of learning in the limit as well as Valiant’s model of approximately
correct learning.
c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The paper introduces the notion of decision lists over regular patterns. Decision lists
over regular patterns allow for the de6nition of a subclass of the regular languages.
This formalism provides a strict extension of the regular erasing pattern languages, on
the one hand, and of containment decision lists, on the other hand (cf. [19,15]).
A decision list over regular patterns is a 6nite list of labeled regular patterns, where
the labels are either ‘+’ or ‘−’. Such a list can easily be understood as a classi6er.
First, a given word w is checked at the 6rst node. If w belongs to the erasing language
generated by the pattern at the actual node, then w is classi6ed according to the label of
this node. Otherwise, it is checked whether or not w belongs to the language generated
by the pattern at the next node.
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A regular pattern is a 6nite string of constant and variable symbols, in which every
variable occurs at most once (cf. [19]). The erasing language generated by a pattern
is the set of all words of constant symbols (words, for short) that can be obtained by
substituting words for variables. Since every regular pattern de6nes a regular language,
the membership problem for regular pattern languages can be solved quickly. In con-
trast, the membership problem for arbitrary pattern languages, i.e., patterns in which
variables may appear more than once, is NP-complete (cf. [1]).
In [15], containment decision lists have been introduced and studied. In fact, a
containment decision list is a decision list over regular patterns in which each pattern
is constrained to be of form xvy, where x and y are variables and v is a word.
As an illustrating example, consider the following decision list over regular patterns:
P=((xaay;−); (axb;+); (x;−)). The list P de6nes the language of all words that do
not contain the subword aa and begin with the constant a and end with the constant
b. This rather simple example shows that decision lists over regular patterns allows
for the de6nition of languages that are neither de6nable by regular patterns nor by
containment decision lists.
The aim of the this paper is twofold. On the one hand, we investigate the formal
properties of decision lists over regular patterns and, on the other hand, we discuss their
learnability within di"erent formal settings. In particular, we are very much interested
to gain a deeper understanding of the expressive power of the introduced formalism.
For that purpose, we compare decision lists over regular patterns with the seemingly
more powerful notion of decision trees over regular patterns (cf. [3]).
A decision tree over regular patterns is a binary tree whose inner nodes are labeled
with regular patterns and whose leaves are labeled either with ‘+’ or ‘−’. Such a tree
de6nes a quite natural classi6er. First, it is checked whether or not a given word w
belongs to the language generated by the pattern at the root of the tree. Depending on
the outcome of this test, it is next checked whether or not w belongs to the language
which is generated by either the pattern at the root of its left subtree or by the pattern
at the root of its right subtree. If a leaf is reached, its label determines whether or not
w belongs to the language accepted by the decision tree on hand. Since all the patterns
used are regular ones, decision trees also constitute quite fast classi6ers.
Arikawa et al. [3] illustrate the relevance of decision trees over regular patterns for
applications in molecular biology. Decision trees over regular patterns can be used
to predict the function of proteins based on their primary structure. Moreover, in [3]
and subsequent publications like [18,21], e.g., a system is presented that learns decision
trees from examples. This system demonstrates that it is really possible to automatically
discover highly accurate prediction rules for solving non-trivial problems in molecular
biology.
Very much to our surprise, it turns out that decision lists over regular patterns
and decision trees over regular patterns allow for the de6nition of the same subclass
of the regular languages (see Section 4). Consequently, learnability results that have
been established for decision trees over regular patterns easily translate into our setting
of learning decision lists over regular patterns (see Section 5). Moreover, the
observed limitations in the expressiveness of decision lists remain valid for decision
trees (see Section 4).
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2. Preliminaries
In the following, knowledge of standard mathematical and recursion theoretic
notations and concepts is assumed (cf., e.g., [14]). Furthermore, we assume familiarity
with basic language theoretic concepts (cf., e.g., [6]).
2.1. Basic notions and notations
By 	 we denote any 6xed 6nite alphabet. Subsequently, we assume that 	 con-
tains at least two letters, say a and b. Let 	∗ be the free monoid over 	 and let
	+=	∗\{”}, where ” denotes the empty word. As usual, elements of 	∗ are called
words. By convention, a0 equals the empty word, while a1=a and, for all k¿1,
ak+1=aak .
Any subset L⊆	∗ is called a language. By GL we denote the complement of L, i.e.,
GL=	∗\L. Sometimes, we identify a language L with its characteristic function, i.e., for
all s∈	∗, we let L(s)=+, if s∈L, and L(s)=−, otherwise. What is actually meant
will become clear from the context.
By Lreg we denote the class of all regular languages, i.e., the least level in the
well-known Chomsky hierarchy (cf., e.g., [6]).
2.2. Patterns
Let 	 be a 6nite alphabet and let X ={x1; x2; x3; : : :} be an in6nite set of variables
such that 	∩X =∅. A pattern is any non-empty string over 	∪X . The set of all
patterns is denoted by .
Let ∈. The length of  is denoted by ||. By vars() we denote the set of all
variables that occur in . Moreover,  is said to be proper, if  contains at least one
variable. If ∈X+, then  is said to be terminal free. Moreover,  is said to be regular,
if there is no variable that occurs more than once in . For example, x1x2x1 is terminal
free and not regular, while x1abx2bx3 is regular and not terminal free. The set of all
regular patterns is denoted by reg.
A substitution  is a mapping from X to 	∗ such that (x) = x for almost all x ∈ X .
If  is a mapping from X to 	+, then  is said to be a non-erasing substitution. Let
 be a substitution and let  be a pattern. Then,  is the word that one obtains if one
replaces the variables in  by the words which  assigns to them.
Denition 1. Let  be a pattern. The erasing pattern language L() generated by 
is the set of all words w in 	∗ for which there is a substitution  such that w=.
In contrast, the non-erasing pattern language Lne() generated by  is the set of all
words w in 	+ for which there is a non-erasing substitution  such that w=.
Furthermore, we let CR (CRne) and CP (CPne) denote the subclass of all regular
(non-)erasing pattern languages and the class of all (non-)erasing pattern languages,
respectively.
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The only di"erence between erasing and non-erasing languages is the additional
option to replace variables by the empty word. This seemingly small detail makes
a big di"erence. In the erasing case, things become generally much harder (cf., e.g.,
[16,17,8]). However, for regular patterns, these di"erences almost vanish. Therefore,
we exclusively deal with regular erasing pattern languages. Subsequently, the pre6x
erasing is almost omitted. Note that all the results presented below (including those
concerning decision trees and decision lists over regular pattern) remain valid, if reg-
ular non-erasing pattern languages are considered. Moreover, the veri6cation of the
corresponding results is almost identical, and therefore omitted.
Proposition 2. Let  be a pattern. Then, L() is in;nite i<  is proper. If ∈	+,
then L() contains only the word .
If  is a proper pattern, L() is said to be a proper pattern language.
Next, we provide some few basic properties of regular pattern languages.
Proposition 3. CR⊆Lreg.
The following proposition points out a di"erence between regular languages and
regular pattern languages.
Proposition 4. CR is not closed with respect to the operations union, intersection,
and complement.
Proof. For non-proper patterns, the stated assertions are rather trivial. As we see next,
they remain valid if one considers exclusively proper pattern languages.
Union: Let L=L(abx1)∪L(bax1). Clearly, a pattern  with L⊆L() must generate
the words ab and ba. This implies that  starts with a variable. Hence, there is at least
one word w∈	∗ such that aaw∈L(), and thus L() =L, since all words in L start
with ab or ba.
Intersection: Let L=L(x1ax2)∩L(x1bx2). By de6nition, ab and ba are words in L
that have minimal length. However, every erasing pattern language contains exactly
one shortest word, i.e., the word which one obtains by substituting the empty word for
all variables in the given pattern, and thus we are done.
Complement: Let L=L(abx1). By de6nition, L contains ”, a and b. Clearly, every
pattern  with L⊆L() has to be a variable, and therefore L()=	∗. Since L =	∗,
we are done.
2.3. Decision trees over regular patterns
Next, we present some notions and notations concerning decision trees over regular
patterns (cf. [3]).
A decision tree over regular patterns (decision tree, for short) is a binary tree. As
usual, every node in a decision tree is either a leaf (a node without a child) or an
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inner node (a node with two children). The labels of the inner nodes of a decision
tree are regular patterns, while the labels of the leaves of the tree are elements from
{+;−}. By convention, every decision tree contains at least one node.
The language accepted by a decision tree is de6ned as follows.
Denition 5. Let T be a decision tree. The erasing language Lt(T ) accepted by T is
inductively de6ned as follows:
(i) Let T contain exactly one node. Now, we let Lt(T )=	∗, if its label is ‘+’, and
Lt(T )=∅, otherwise.
(ii) Let T contain more than one node. Let  be the label of T ’s root, let Tl be
T ’s left subtree, and let Tr be T ’s right subtree. Now, we let Lt(T )=(L()∩
Lt(Tl))∪(L()∩Lt(Tr)).
Furthermore, we let DT denote the class of all erasing languages which are acceptable
by decision trees over regular patterns.
Proposition 6. DT⊆Lreg.
Proof. Immediately from Proposition 3, De6nition 5, and the fact that Lreg, the class
of all regular languages, is closed with respect to the operations union, intersection,
and complement (cf., e.g., [6]).
Theorem 1. DT is closed with respect to the operations union, intersection, and
complement.
Proof. Let T1 and T2 be decision trees.
Union: Construct a decision tree T by replacing every leaf in T1 that has the label
‘−’ by T2. By de6nition, T is a tree that meets Lt(T )=Lt(T1)∪Lt(T2).
Intersection: De6ne a decision tree T by replacing every leaf in T1 that has the label
‘+’ by T2. Clearly, T forms a tree that meets Lt(T )=Lt(T1)∩Lt(T2).
Complement: Change the labels of the leafs in T1 from ‘+’ to ‘−’ and from
‘−’ to ‘+’, respectively. It is easy to see that the resulting decision tree T meets
Lt(T )=Lt(T1).
3. Decision lists over regular patterns
Decision lists over regular patterns constitute another quite natural generalization
of regular pattern languages. In this section, we give the relevant de6nitions and discuss
some basic features of the resulting language class.
A decision list over regular patterns (decision list, for short) is a non-empty 6nite
list of pairs which consist of a regular pattern and a label from the set {+;−}. The
elements of a decision list are called nodes. It is generally assumed that the last node
in a decision list contains the pattern x1.
Let P and P′ be two decision lists. Then, PP′ denotes the concatenation
of both lists.
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The language which a decision list accepts is de6ned as follows.
Denition 7. Let P be a decision list. The erasing language L‘(P) accepted by P is
inductively de6ned as follows:
(i) Let P=((x1; b)). Now, we let L‘(P)=	∗, if b=+, and L‘(P)=∅, otherwise.
(ii) Let P=((; b))P′, where P′ contains at least one node. Now, we let L‘(P)=L()
∪ (L()∩L‘(P′)), if b=+, and L‘(P)=L()∩L‘(P′), otherwise.
Furthermore, by DL we denote the class of all erasing languages which are acceptable
by decision lists over regular patterns.
Clearly, given any decision list P, one can easily construct a decision tree T that
accepts the same language as P does. Combining this with Proposition 6, we
obtain:
Corollary 8. DL⊆DT⊆Lreg.
Furthermore, given any decision list P, it is not hard to construct a decision lists
P′ that accepts the complement of the language accepted by P. For that purpose, it
suKces to replace all labels ‘+’ by ‘−’ and all labels ‘−’ by ‘+’, respectively. In
contrast, it is by no means obvious of whether or not DL is closed with respect to
the operations union and intersection. At the end of the next section, we provide an
aKrmative answer to both questions.
As already mentioned in the introduction, decision lists over regular patterns are a
strict extension of containment decision lists (cf. [15]).
In fact, a containment decision list is a decision list over regular patterns which
consists of nodes of the form (xvy; b), where x; y∈X , v∈	∗, and b∈{+;−}. Moreover,
the last node in a containment decision list is constrained to contain the pattern xy.
Analogously as above, by CDL we denote the class of all languages that are acceptable
by containment decision lists.
Theorem 2. CDL⊂DL.
Proof. By de6nition, we directly obtain CDL⊆DL.
Next, we verify that DL\CDL =∅. For this purpose, consider the regular erasing
pattern language L(axa) which obviously belongs to DL.
Suppose for a moment that there is a containment decision list P′ that accepts
L(axa). Let (xwy; b) be the 6rst node in P′. (If P′ contains only the node (xy;−) and
(xy;+), respectively, then P′ obviously does not accept L(axa)). Now, if b=+, then
awb is accepted by P′. But, awa does not belong to L(axa). Otherwise, i.e., b=−,
awa is not accepted by P′. However, awa belongs to L(axa). Consequently, there is
no containment decision list that accepts L(axa), and thus we are done.
Note that similar ideas can be exploited to show that the language accepted by the
decision list P from the introduction does not belong to the class CDL.
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4. Expressiveness of decision lists over regular patterns
Although decisions lists over regular patterns may be considered as a special kind
of decision trees of regular patterns, they have exactly the same expressive power
as decision trees. Consequently, decision lists and decision trees constitute syntactical
di"erent approaches to describe the same subclass of the regular languages. Moreover,
given a decision tree T , one can e"ectively construct a decision list P that accept the
same erasing language as T does.
The present section is devoted to establish the announced equivalence of both ap-
proaches to de6ne regular languages (cf. Theorem 3). Before going into the relevant
details, we would like to stress once more the fact that, for non-erasing regular pattern
languages, all the lemmata and theorems formulated below remain valid. Moreover,
except some rather less important details, the proof ideas presented are suKcient to
handle the non-erasing case, as well.
Next, we introduce some more notions and notations. In addition, we show some
lemmata (cf. Lemmata 1–5) that provide the basics to derive Theorem 3.
Let P=((1; bi); : : : ; (n; bn)) be a decision list over regular patterns. A word w∈	∗
is classi;ed at node (i; bi) in P, if i is the minimal index such that w∈L(i). Since,
by convention, n=x1, there must always be a node (i; bi) which classi6es the
word w.
Lemma 1. Let k¿1 and 1; : : : ; k ∈reg. Then, there is a decision list P such that
(1) L‘(P)=L(1)∪ · · · ∪L(k),
(2) for all w∈	∗: if w ∈L‘(P), then w is classi;ed at the last node in P.
Proof. Immediate.
Lemma 2. Let ; ∈reg with L()∩L() =∅. Then, there are r∈N and 1; : : : ; r∈
reg such that L()∩L()=L(1)∪ · · · ∪L(r).
Proof. There are several cases to distinguish that depend on whether or not  and 
start and=or end with variables.
First consider the following case. Let =x1w1x2w2 : : : xnwnxn+1 and =y1v1y2v2 : : :
ymvmym+1, where all the xi and yi are variables and all the wi and vi are non-empty
words, i.e., both patterns start and end with variables. Note that it suKces to consider
the case that both patterns have only a single variable between two consecutive constant
parts, since both patterns de6ne erasing languages.
Let ‘= ||+ ||. Moreover, let S ′ be the set of all regular patterns that are of form
x1u1x2u2 : : : xkukxk+1, where 16k6n + m and, for all i with 16i6k, ui∈	+ with
|ui|6‘.
We construct a subset S⊆S ′ as follows.
Begin construction.
set S=∅
for all ′∈S ′ do
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test whether or not L(′)⊆L() and L(′)⊆L()
in case ′ ful;lls the test, set S=S∪{′}
otherwise, S remains unchanged
End construction.
Since all the languages L(′) are regular ones, the subset tests can be performed ef-
fectively.
Now, we set L=
⋃
′∈S L(
′) and show that L=L()∩L().
By de6nition, L⊆L()∩L(). So, let w∈L()∩L(). It suKces to show that there
is a pattern ′∈S that meets w∈L(′). This can be seen as follows:
First, since w∈L(), there are s1; : : : ; sn+1∈	∗ such that w=s1w1s2w2 : : : snwnsn+1.
Now, let w′ be the word that one obtains by coloring the occurrences of the words
w1 to wn in w. Second, because of w∈L(), there are r1; : : : ; rm+1∈	∗ such that
w′=r1v1r2v2 : : : rmvmrm+1. Consider the word w′′ that one obtains if one additionally
colors the occurrences of the words v1 to vm in w′. It is not hard to see that w′′ has the
following features: (i) w′′ contains at most n+m non-empty subwords that are colored,
say u1 to uk , where consecutive subwords ui and ui+1 are separated by a non-colored
(non-empty) word. (ii) None of the colored subwords ui has a length that exceeds
‘= ||+ ||.
Now, consider the pattern ′=x1u1x2u2 : : : xkukxk+1. Obviously, w∈L(′) and, by
(i) and (ii), we know that ′∈S ′. Moreover, by construction, one directly sees that
L(′)⊆L() as well as L(′)⊆L(), and therefore ′∈S.
Next, we discuss the question of how to drop the requirement that  and  both
start and end with variables. Assume that  does not start with a variable, that is,
=w1x1w2 : : : xnwnxn and w1 =”. Let  be any regular pattern such that L()∩L()
is not empty. Now, one simply considers patterns in S ′ that begin with a non-empty
word u1, i.e., the 6rst variable x1 is deleted. Besides that, nothing has to be changed.
Moreover, the veri6cation of the correctness of this approach is almost identical to that
from above.
Finally, if  and  do not contain any variables, then, since, by assumption, L()∩
L() =∅, we obtain =, and therefore we are immediately done.
Lemma 3. Let k¿2 and let 1; : : : ; k ∈reg with L(1)∩ · · · ∩L(k) =∅. Then, there
are n∈N and 1; : : : ; n∈reg such that L(1)∩ · · · ∩L(k)=L(1)∪ · · · ∪L(n).
Proof. Immediate from Lemma 2, since, for all A; B; C⊆	∗, (A∪B)∩C=(A∩C)∪
(B∩C).
Lemma 4. Let k; m¿1 and let 1; : : : ; k ; 1; : : : ; m∈reg. Then, there is a decision
list P such that
(1) L‘(P)=L(1)∩ · · · ∩L(k)∩L(1)∩ · · · ∩L(m),
(2) for all w∈	∗ and all j6k: if w ∈L(j), then w is classi;ed at the last node in P.
Proof. For all i6m, let Pi be a decision list over regular patterns with L‘(Pi)=L(1)
∩ · · · ∩L(k)∩L(i) and let Q be a decision list with L‘(Q)=L(1)∩ · · · ∩L(k). By
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Lemmata 3 and 1, there are decision lists over regular patterns that meet these con-
straints.
Now, for all i6m, let P′i be the list that results from Pi by deleting the last node
and by replacing the labels of all nodes by ‘−’.
De6ne P=P′1  · · ·  P′m Q.
Let w∈	∗. Since we may assume that all lists Pi satisfy the conditions in Lemma 1,
we may conclude that w∈L‘(P) i" (a) and (b) are ful6lled, where
(a) for all i6m, w =∈L‘(Pi).
(b) w∈L‘(Q).
Now, assume w∈L‘(P). Clearly, by (b), we get w∈L(1)∩ · · · ∩L(k). Combining it
with (a), we obtain w =∈L(i), and therefore we may conclude that w∈L(1)∩ · · · ∩
L(k)∩L(1)∩ · · · ∩L(m).
Finally, Property (2) is obviously ful6lled, and thus we are done.
Lemma 5. Let k¿1 and let P1; : : : ; Pk be decision lists such that, for all i; j6k and
all w∈	∗, if i¡j and w∈L‘(Pj), then w is classi;ed at the last node in Pi. Then,
there is a decision list P such that L‘(P)=
⋃k
i=1 L‘(Pi).
Proof. For all i¡k, one builds the list P′i from Pi by deleting the last node. To
construct P, one has simply to concatenate the lists P′1 to P
′
k−1 and Pk in this order.
Now, we are ready to prove the main result of this section. For this purpose, we
need the following notion. Let T be a decision tree. A path in T is the sequence of
labels of the inner nodes which one visits on the way from the root of T to a leaf
in T .
Theorem 3. Let T be a decision tree over regular patterns. Then, there is a decision
list P over regular patterns that satis;es L‘(P)=Lt(T ).
Proof. In order to be able to apply Lemma 4, let T ′ be the tree that has a root labeled
with x1, a leaf labeled ‘−’ as its left subtree, and the tree T as its right subtree.
Obviously, Lt(T ′)=Lt(T ).
Now, enumerate—from left to right—the paths in T ′ that lead to a leaf labeled ‘+’.
Clearly, if there are no such path, then P=((x1;−)) is the required decision list, and
we are immediately done. Otherwise, let p1; : : : ; pk be the paths enumerated.
For all i6k, let i;1; : : : ; i; ni be the sequence of patterns that constitute the path
pi. The language accepted via the path pi—subsequently called L′(pi)—is de6ned
in accordance with the following procedure.
Begin construction.
set L′(pi)=∅
for j=1 to ni do
if the path branches to the left in node i; j
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then set
L′(pi)=L′(pi)∩L(i; j)
if the path branches to the right in node i; j
then set
L′(pi)=L′(pi)∩L(i; j).
End construction.
By the de6nition, Lt(T ′)=
⋃k
i=1 L
′(pi). The following claim provides us some more
insights into the relation between the languages L′(p1) to L′(pk).
Claim A. For all w∈	∗ and all i; j6k: if i¡j and w∈L′(pj), then w ∈L′(pi).
Let i; j with i¡j6k. Let  be the label of the inner node at which the paths pi and
pj branch. Since the paths in T ′ have been enumerated from left to right, we ob-
tain L′(pi)⊆L() and L′(pj)⊆L(). Hence, w∈L′(pj) implies w∈L(), and therefore
w ∈L′(pi). This proves Claim A.
Finally, by the choice of the decision tree T ′, we can apply Lemmata 3 and 4.
Therefore, for all i6k, there is a decision list Pi such that (i) L‘(Pi)=L′(pi) and
(ii), for every w =∈L′(pi), w is classi6ed at the last node in Pi. If we combine this
insight with Claim A, we may conclude that the lists P1 to Pk meet the conditions in
Lemma 5, and therefore there is a decision list P with L‘(P)=
⋃k
i=1 L‘(Pi). Finally,
since
⋃k
i=1 L‘(Pi)=
⋃k
i=1 L
′(pi) and
⋃k
i=1 L
′(pi)=Lt(T ′)=Lt(T ) we are done.
Now, having a closer look at the demonstration of Lemmata 1–5 and Theorem 3,
we may immediately conclude:
Corollary 9. There is an algorithm that, given any decision tree T over regular pat-
terns, outputs a decision list P over regular patterns that satis;es L‘(P)=Lt(T ).
In the remainder of this section, we apply Theorem 3 to derive further insights into
the characteristic features of the class of languages that are acceptable by decision lists
over regular patterns.
Corollary 10. The language class DL is closed with respect to the operations union,
intersection, and complement.
Proof. Immediate by Theorems 1 and 3.
The next result shows that the language class DL forms a proper subclass of the
class of all regular languages.
Theorem 4. DL⊂Lreg.
Proof. Let L={a2n | n∈N}. L is obviously regular. Assume that there is a decision
list P=((1; b1); : : : ; (n; bn)) such that L‘(P)=L.
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Let i be the minimal index such that the node (i; bi) classi6es in6nitely many words
from {a}∗. Since L is an in6nite subset of {a}∗, such an i has to exist. Therefore i
contains a variable, say x.
Let w∈{a}∗ such that w is classi6ed by node (i; bi). Moreover let  be 6xed such
that w=i. Now, for all j∈N, let j be a substitution that equals  on all variables
which are di"erent from x and that assigns the word aj to x. Clearly, wj=ij belongs
to {a}∗. By the choice of i, there is a k such that wk and wk+1 are classi6ed by node
(i; bi). Since one of these words belongs to L and the other one belongs to GL, we
obtain L =L‘(P), a contradiction.
Corollary 11. DT⊂Lreg.
Proof. Immediate by Proposition 4 and Theorem 3.
5. Learning decision lists over regular patterns
In the following, we investigate the problem of learning languages that are acceptable
by decision lists over regular patterns. We study this problem in two formal settings:
in Gold’s [5] model of learning in the limit and in Valiant’s [22] model of probably
approximately correct learning. The learnability and non-learnability results derived
below remain valid, if one considers decision trees over regular patterns instead of
decision lists. This is another consequence of Theorem 3 above.
5.1. Gold-style learning
First, we brieMy review the necessary basic concepts. We refer the reader to the
survey papers [2,25] as well as to the textbooks [13,7] which contain all missing
details.
There are several ways to present information about formal languages to be learned.
The basic approaches are de6ned via the concept text and informant, respectively. Let
L be the target language. A text for L is just any sequence of words labeled ‘+’ that
exhausts L. An informant for L is any sequence of words labeled alternatively either
by ‘+’ or ‘−’ such that all the words labeled by ‘+’ form a text for L, while the
remaining words labeled by ‘−’ constitute a text for GL.
As in [5], we de6ne an inductive inference machine (abbr. IIM) to be an algorithmic
device working as follows: the IIM takes as its input larger and larger initial segments
of a text (an informant). After processing an initial segment , the IIM outputs a
hypothesis M (), i.e., a number encoding a certain computer program. More formally,
an IIM maps 6nite sequences of elements from 	∗×{+;−} into numbers in N.
The numbers output by an IIM are interpreted with respect to a suitably chosen
hypothesis space H=(hj)j∈N. When an IIM outputs some number j, we interpret it
to mean that the machine is hypothesizing hj.
Besides unconstrained IIMs, as de6ned above, we consider iterative IIMs (cf. [23]).
An IIM M is said to be iterative provided that, for all 6nite sequences (x; b) and
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((x; b) of elements from 	∗×{+;−}, if M ()=M (() then M (  (x; b))=M ((
(x; b)). Thus, M ’s actual hypothesis, say M ((x; b)), depends exclusively on its
last guess M () and on (x; b), the next element in a text and an informant,
respectively.
Now, let L be a language class, let L be a language, and let H=(hj)j∈N be a hy-
pothesis space. An IIM M LimTxtH (Lim InfH)-learns L i", for every text t for L (for
every informant i for L), there exists a j∈N such that hj=L, and, moreover, M almost
always outputs the hypothesis j when fed the text t (the informant i). Furthermore, an
IIM M LimTxtH (Lim InfH)-learns L i", for every L∈L, M LimTxtH (Lim InfH)
-learns L. In addition, we write L∈LimTxt (L∈Lim Inf ) provided there are a hy-
pothesis space H and an IIM M that LimTxtH (Lim InfH)-learns L. Analogously, we
write L∈It Txt (L∈It Inf ), if there are a hypothesis space H and an iterative IIM
M that LimTxtH (Lim InfH)-learns L.
When learning from informant is considered, one immediately obtains the following
learnability result.
Proposition 12. DL∈Lim Inf .
Proof. Immediate from Gold [5].
Interestingly, the situation changes considerably in case where negative data are not
available. The next theorem illustrates the principal weakness of this approach.
Proposition 13. DL ∈LimTxt.
Proof. For the sake of simplicity, let 	={a; b}. Let P0=((x1;+)) and Pi=((aix1;−);
(x1;+)) for all i¿1. We will prove that L={L‘(Pi) | i∈N} is not learnable in the
limit from text.
Assume to the contrary that L∈LimTxt. Now, by Angluin’s [1] characterization
of the LimTxt–learnable language classes, there has to be a 6nite telltale set T for
L=L‘(P0)=	∗, i.e., T is a 6nite subset of L such that, for all L′∈L, T⊆L′ implies
L′ ⊂L. However, such a 6nite set cannot exist. To see this, let m= max{|w| |w∈T}+1.
Obviously, T⊆L‘(Pm) and, since L‘(Pm)⊂L, T cannot serve as a telltale set for L, a
contradiction.
To gain a more accurate picture concerning the diKculties of learning decision lists
from only positive data, we introduce the following notion.
A quite natural approach to measure the complexity of a decision list is to count
how often the labels of consecutive nodes changes from accepting to rejecting and vice
versa. More formally speaking, let P=((1; b1); : : : ; (n; bn)) be a decision list. Then,
we let d(P)=card{i | 16i6n− 1; bi =bi+1} denote the degree of list P. As one can
show, there is a in6nite hierarchy of larger and larger language classes parameterized
by the degree of the decision lists involved (cf. [10]).
As the demonstration of Proposition 13 witnesses, even the subclass of all languages
that can be generated by decision lists having degree 1 and a length less or equal
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than 2 is not learnable from positive data. Fortunately, there are some natural subclasses
of DL that are learnable from text.
First, the class of languages generated by lists of degree 0 is obviously 6nite. Hence,
this language class is trivially learnable. Next, we deal with the class consisting of all
languages that are acceptable by decision lists of degree 1 that start with a node labeled
‘+’. Subsequently, the corresponding language class is denoted by DL+1.
Proposition 14. DL+1 ∈LimTxt.
Proof. The class DL+1 equals the class of languages that are the union of 6nitely many
regular erasing pattern languages, a language class not belonging to LimTxt (cf. [4]).
However, if we additionally bound the number of nodes which the relevant decision
lists may contain, we obtain a 6rst non-trivial learnability result. Subsequently, we
let DL+1(n) be the class of languages which can be generated by decision lists of
degree 1 that start with a node labeled ‘+’ and that have length less or equal n.
Proposition 15. DL+1(n)∈LimTxt for all n∈N.
Proof. Let n be given. DL+1(n) equals the class of all languages that are the union of
at most n regular erasing pattern languages. The learnability of this language class can
be established as follows. First, the class of all regular erasing pattern languages has
6nite thickness, i.e., for all w, there are only 6nitely many regular erasing pattern lan-
guages containing w. Hence, the class of all regular erasing pattern languages has 6nite
elasticity, i.e., there are no in6nite sequences of words w0; w1; : : : and regular patterns
0; 1; : : : such that, for all j¿1, {w0; : : : ; wj−1}⊆L(j) as well as wj ∈L(j). Hence,
the learnability of the class DL+1(n) follows immediately from Wright [24], where
it has been shown that 6nite elasticity implies that 6nite unions of up to n languages
taken from the corresponding language class are learnable from positive data.
Interestingly, one can even 6nd an iterative learner that solves the learning problem
on hand. To be more precise, the following learnability result can be shown.
Theorem 5. DL+1(n)∈It Txt for all n∈N.
Proof. Let n be given. Recall that DL+1(n) equals the class of languages that are
the union of at most n regular erasing pattern languages. One easily veri6es that the
class of all regular erasing pattern languages has also recursive ;nite thickness, i.e., for
all w∈	∗, there are only 6nitely many regular erasing pattern languages that contain
w and, moreover, the corresponding patterns can e"ectively be computed from w.
Hence, the theorem follows directly from Lange [9], where it has been shown that
recursive 6nite thickness implies that 6nite unions of up to n languages taken from the
corresponding language class are iteratively learnable from positive data.
In contrast, the whole class DL is not iteratively learnable even in case positive
and negative data are available.
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Theorem 6. DL ∈It Inf .
Proof. For the sake of simplicity, let 	={a; b}. For all k; j∈N, we let P0=((x1;+)),
Pk=((akx1;−); (x1;+)), and Pk; j=((ak+jx1;+); (akx1;−); (x1;+)) as well as P′k; j=
((ak+j+1x1;+); (ak+jbx1;+); (akx1;−); (x1;+)). Furthermore, let C={L‘(Pk) | k∈N}∪
{L‘(Pk; j) | k; j∈N}∪{L‘(P′k; j) | k; j∈N}.
We claim that L ∈It Inf . To see this, assume the contrary. Hence, there is a learning
machine M that witnesses L∈It Inf , and therefore there has to be a locking sequence
 for L=L‘(P0) (cf. [13]), i.e., an initial segment  of an informant for L such that,
in particular, for all other initial segments ( of informants for L, M ()=M (().
Clearly, there exists a k such that  can be extended to an informant for the lan-
guage L′=L‘(Pk). Let i be any informant for L′ in which each word occurs in-
6nitely often. Since M learns L′ from i, there is a ( such that, for all n¿|(|,
M (in)=M ((). By the choice of i and since, by assumption, M is an iterative IIM,
M (()=M (((ak+j;−)) for all j¿1.
Now, choose a number j in such a way that, for all z∈N, neither the positive
example (ak+j+z ;+) nor the negative example (ak+j+z ;−) appear in (.
Finally, consider the languages L‘(Pk; j) and L‘(P′k; j). Recall that, by de6nition,
L‘(Pk; j)=L‘(P′k; j)∪{ak+j}. Choose a 6nite sequence - of elements from 	∗×{+;−}
such that (ak+j;+)(- and ((ak+j;−)- forms an informant for L‘(Pk; j+1)
and L‘(P′k; j), respectively. Clearly, such a 6nite sequence - must exist. By the choice of
, we obtain M ((ak+j;+))=M (). Since M is an iterative IIM, M ((ak+j;+)()
=M ((). Next, by the choice of (, M (()=M (((ak+j;−)). Hence, M (
(ak+j;+)()=M (((ak+j;−)). So, M , if ever, converges on both informants to
the same hypothesis, a contradiction.
The latter result can easily be sharpened to show that even the class of all regular
languages that are acceptable by decision lists of degree 1, henceforth denoted by DL1,
is not iteratively learnable from positive and negative examples.
Corollary 16. DL1 ∈It Inf .
Proof. Let 	={a; b}. For all k; j∈N, let P0=((x1ax2ax3;+); (x1;−)), Pk=((x1aax2;+);
(x1abax2;+); : : : ; (x1abkax2;+); (x1;−)) as well as Pk; j=((x1abk+jax2;+))Pk . Further-
more, we letL be the collection of all regular languages that are acceptable by decision
lists of the speci6ed type.
Now, L =∈It Txt can be shown analogously to the proof of Theorem 6. We omit the
corresponding details.
5.2. PAC learning
In this section, we study the learnability of decision lists over regular patterns in the
PAC model introduced in [22] (cf. the textbook [12] for further details). In contrast
to Gold’s [5] model (cf. Section 5.1), the focus is now on learning algorithms that,
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based on randomly chosen positive and negative examples, 6nd, fast and with high
probability, a suKciently good approximation of the target language.
To give a precise de6nition of the PAC model, we need the following notions and
notations. Let L⊆	∗. As above, a pair (w; L(w)) is called an example for L, where
L(w)=+, if w∈L, and L(w)=−, otherwise. Moreover, we let 	n denote the set of all
words in 	∗ having length less or equal n, i.e., 	n={w |w∈	∗; |w|6n}.
Denition 17. A language class L is polynomial-time PAC learnable if there exists a
learning algorithm A such that
(1) A takes a sequence of examples as input and runs in polynomial time with respect
to the length of the input,
(2) there exists a polynomial p(·; ·; ·) such that, for any n∈N, any L∈C, any reals e; d
with 0¡e; d¡1, and any probability distribution Pr on 	n, if A takes p(n; 1=e; 1=d)
examples, which are generated randomly according to Pr, then A outputs, with
probability at least 1− d, a hypothesis h with Pr(w∈((L\h)∪(h\L)))¡e.
Unfortunately, even quite simple subclasses of DL are not polynomial-time PAC learn-
able.
Proposition 18. For all n∈N, DL+1(n) is not polynomial-time PAC learnable unless
RP=NP.
Proof. Let n be given. Recall that DL+1(n) equals the class of languages that are the
union of at most n regular erasing pattern languages, a language class that is known
to be not polynomial-time PAC learnable unless RP=NP (cf. [11,20]).
Consequently, in order to 6nd subclasses of DL that are polynomial-time PAC
learnable, it is necessary to put constraints both on the length of the involved deci-
sion lists as well as on the structure of the regular patterns in the nodes of the lists.
Subsequently, we adopt an approach advocated in [3].
A pattern  is said to be a k-variable pattern, if it contains at most k di"erent
variables. We let DL(n; k) be the set of all languages generated by decision lists
having at most n nodes consisting of labeled regular k-variable patterns.
Proposition 19. DL(n; k) is polynomial-time PAC learnable for all n; k∈N.
Proof. Let k; n be 6xed. Following Arikawa et al. [3], we let DT(n; k) denote the set
of all languages that are acceptable by decision trees of depth at most n which have
inner nodes labeled by regular k-variable patterns. Obviously, DL(n; k)⊆DT(n; k),
and thus we are done, since DT(n; k) is known to be polynomial-time PAC learnable
(cf. [3]).
6. Conclusions
In the present paper, we showed that the expressive power of decision lists and
decision trees over regular patterns coincide. This result can be exploited as follows.
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In order to verify formal properties of the accepted languages, one can simply select
the more convenient setting. For instance, in order to prove that the corresponding
language classes are closed with respect to the operations union and intersection, it is
obviously preferable to use decision trees. However, in order to show that the resulting
language class is a proper subclass of the regular languages it is advantageous to deal
with lists instead of trees.
We also studied the learnability of decision lists over regular patterns. We established
precise answers to the question which subclasses of decision lists are learnable and
which are not. The results obtained are about their learnability in Gold’s [5] model
of learning in the limit as well as in Valiant’s [22] model of probably approximately
correct learning. Concerning Gold’s [5] model, we additionally discussed the question
of whether or not it is advantageous if positive and negative data are available instead
of positive data alone and of whether or not it is advantageous to use unconstrained
learning algorithms instead of iterative ones.
Recently, we used decision lists over regular patterns in the implementation of an
internet search engine that has a particular learning facility. The search engine learns
classi6ers on the basis of example pages provided by the user. The learned classi6ers
are exploited, later on, to guide the search for further pages. As our experiments shows,
decision lists over regular patterns forms an appropriate framework to describe this
kind of classi6ers. For instance, they easily allow for the formation of local clusters
consisting of nodes with the same label. Moreover, in most cases, the resulting lists
have not so many nodes.
Finally let us point to the following open questions. First, although decision lists
and decision trees over regular patterns describe the same subclass of the regular lan-
guages, it would be interesting to gain a better understanding of the di"erences of both
representation formalisms. In particular, it is of interest to relate the size of a given
decision tree to the size of the “shortest” decision list that accepts the same regular
language. Although our veri6cation of Theorem 3 is constructive in that it provides
one an algorithm that allow for the transformation of trees in equivalent lists, the re-
sulting decisions lists are by no means “shortest” ones. Second, it would be interesting
to know whether or not the equivalence of decision trees and decision lists also holds
in the general case where arbitrary patterns forms the building blocks of decision lists
and decision trees, respectively. The missing piece concerns the question of whether
or not an analogue to Lemma 2 holds. More precisely speaking, it is still open of
whether or not, given two patterns  and , there are a k∈N and patterns 1 to k
such that L()∩L()=L(1)∪ · · · ∪L(k). Note that the idea used in the demonstra-
tion of Lemma 2 does not translate to the general case, since the inclusion problem
for pattern languages is not decidable, in general (cf. [8]).
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